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2: I but do not appear to be showing an increasing proportion of females as would be predicted over the long term 
with the influence of global warming. Tracking these types of studies on a decadal scale may reveal the anticipated 
changes. 
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In 2006, we deployed Satellite Depth Recording transmitters on three olive ridley sea turtles in the eastern tropical 
Pacific; these included an adult male (SCL 66.5cm), an adult female (62.8cm), and a sub-adult (53.5cm). 
Deployment dates and locations were: 20 September, 10°23 N, 87°41 W; 9 October, 14°48 N, 94°34 W, and 5 
November, 14°29 N, 97°34 W (190,175, and 150km offshore, respectively); the tags transmitted 202, 156 and 166 
days, respectively. Movements were qualitatively analyzed with respect to oceanographic data obtained from 
satellites by overlaying data using STAT. Results show that surface chlorophyll; sea surface temperature, bottom 
topography and currents play important roles in determining horizontal movements and dive depth and duration. 
Tracking turtles in their pelagic habitat, alternatively from nesting beaches, provides insight into habitat selection 
and the environmental parameters that affect their movements and foraging. Considering the reported recovery of 
olive ridleys in the ETP, they are a perfect focus species for turtle research. Findings from olive ridley studies can be 
applied to other critically endangered turtle species and contribute to the development of turtle conservation 
strategies. 
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The diving behavior of one adult female and two adult male green turtles was recorded during their roundtrip 
breeding migration from Laniakea, Oahu, to French Frigate Shoals in the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands. Diving 
behavior was also captured during the return trip to their foraging grounds. All three turtles exhibited a biphasic 
diving behavior. During the daylight hours, diving depth was shallow (1-4 meters) and duration was short (1-18 
minutes). It is assumed that the turtles were moving deliberately toward their destination during this time. Between 
19:00-19:30 hours daily, the turtles began a diving pattern consisting of deep dives with a mean maximum dive 
depth of 35-55 meters and a mean duration between 35 and 44 minutes. The nocturnal deep diving pattern ended and 
the shallow diurnal diving began between 06:00 and 07:00 each day. The adult female made two dives in excess of 
135 meters and one of the males made several dives in excess of 100 meters. These are the deepest dives ever 
recorded for a naturally diving green turtle. It took an average of 36 days for the turtles to make the trip to French 
Frigate Shoals and an average of 30 days to make the return trip. The deep nocturnal diving was unexpected and this 
behavior is in need of further investigation. 
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